


In this study stone heritages of 533 which is to be investigated through the five years for national

treasures and treasures from 2001 to 2005 have been analyzed by statistics for types of stone heritages

and rocks, level of alteration in order to make full use of guiding principle in conservation

management of stone heritages. The ratio of stone pagoda as a percentage of 34.5% in the stone

heritages much higher than others and that is composed of granite(83.0%) in the igneous rock. In the

weathering index of surface, a 37.5% of the national treasures were classified with the level 4 and

46.3% of the treasure were the level 3 according to state. The present condition of organism

distribution take up 30.6% for the level 3 and 22.1% for level 1. In structural stability index, a 40.6%

of the national treasures and a 54.2% of treasure were ranked level 3.
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